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Multistory Production’s Podcast: Multi Stories
Who are we?
A new production company formed towards the end of 2019, by graduate actors from The
Oxford School of Drama. Before Covid-19, we were in the early stages of producing our
debut Fringe theatre production in London. Since Covid’s impact has us (alongside the rest of
the world) working remotely, we have turned our hand to the creation of a new podcast.
That's where you come in!

Premise: 30-40mins episodes
Multi Stories focuses on the promotion of new writing first and foremost. Each week we will
invite an emerging writer to join us as a guest on the show. We will then read a short excerpt
from an unproduced script or screenplay of theirs (approximately 15 minutes) as a
“Rehearsed Reading”, utilising the talents of our lovely company members. We’d love to then
have a quick chat with our guest about their work, their lives as writers and anything else that
might come up! Bookended by some beautiful chit-chat about the latest binge-worthy Films
and TV we have consumed, industry talk and some incredible music from independent
artists.

Why?
At Multistory our ethos is to “Create fresh, exciting art that revitalises classic stories and
debuts new and provocative writing”. We plan to be champions of new writing going forward
and we think this is a wonderful way to start! In these uncertain times it also gives our
company a chance to flex our acting muscles whilst the industry is finding its feet again. We
know how useful it can be for writers to hear their words come to life and we want to provide
more emerging writers with this opportunity. We will promote our guests both through the
show and on social media to encourage networking and contact building. More than anything
we want to be creative again!

What are we looking for?
Emerging writers with an unproduced script, whether that be for theatre, film, television or
radio - we’d love to hear from you. Whilst we will only be able to share about 15 minutes’
worth on the show itself there is no limit to how long your script has to be as we can provide
a log-line for our audience to keep them up to speed. You know what they say, always leave
them wanting more…

If you are interested in joining us and having your work read aloud by our
wonderful team then please do get in touch with me at the email below, we’d
love to hear from you!

Tom@multistoryproductions.co.uk

